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Abstract
We discuss aspects of the narrative rhetoric based on narratology and a direction of their integration into a consistent narrative generation system. In traditional narratology, the typology of narrative rhetoric, the application to texts interpretation, implications to ideological and social thinking of texts interpretation, and so on are mainly treated. But we propose a new direction of narratology to be oriented toward so called an operational approach based on computational modeling and simulation of narrative generation process. In this paper, at first, we explain the computational re-definitions of four kinds of narrative rhetoric about narrative discourse aspect, and show a discourse transformation process using methods partially implemented.

1 Introduction: From Typological/Interpretive Narratology to Operational Narratology

By the integration of cognitive and computational techniques and theories about narrative generation & understanding and literary knowledge based on literary theories and narratology, we have researched about, so to speak, a narrative generation mechanism supported by literary knowledge [1]. A central interest in traditional literary studies was the analysis and interpretation of literary texts and relating literary phenomena, but our approach aims at the conversion from such analytic and interpretive direction to literary theories for production and creation.

By adopting and expanding the basic idea of narratology, we divide a narrative generation process into three aspects of story, discourse, and representation or narration. Story means a temporal sequence of events to be narrated and a kind of narrative potential structure. Propp [2] proposed an influential literary theory about narrative potential structure and transformation based on it. As a starting point, we applied his theory to develop experimental story generation systems [3, 4]. On the other hand, narrative discourse is an aspect of how to narrate a story in various ways, and directly reflects the structure of surface text.

In this paper, we attempt a consideration toward the mechanism of a consistent process of the narrative discourse aspect by using Genette’s theory [5] as a starting point. About this aspect in narratology (structural study on the aspect of narrative discourse is thought as narratology in the narrow sense by researchers), we have studied along following research process; (1) the

computational re-definition of Genette’s discourse elements. Namely, we have re-defined Genette’s typological description as more precise and operational rhetorical techniques introducing the methods of computer modeling and simulation. (2) The integration of each discourse aspect and the composition of a consistent discourse simulation system. This paper considers about the approach to the second problem.

2 Narrative Techniques for Discourse Processing

Genette’s discourse theory is composed of following three aspects; time or tense, mood, and voice. Time or tense means the set of temporal relations (speed or duration, order, and frequency) between story (narrative contents) and discourse. Mood, next major category, is the set of modalities, distance and perspective (point of view or focalization) regulating narrative information. Voice, last major category, treats the temporal and spatial relations between a narrator’s narrative action and a narrated text. We have done the precise analysis and the implementation of experimental simulation systems of order & duration in time and distance & perspective in mood. Their detailed concepts found as operational narrative techniques are explained in next sections.

2.1 Temporal order’s techniques

Order shows the order in which events occur and the order in which they are recounted. Genette has made a precise classification of the temporal order, and we have used it in our system by re-defining from the viewpoint of computation. We have called the temporal order processing based on Genette structural discourse techniques of time.

For example, structural transformation of temporal order is formally made by the substitution of some events in a sequence of events. But, a reader can not sometimes understand the existence of order transformation. Therefore, in real narrative texts, techniques that, so to speak, compensate for the structural discourse techniques are frequently used. For example, by the action of “recall” in a character, a temporal changing of order occurs, and simultaneously the recognition of a reader on introducing of a structural discourse techniques of time is helped. The techniques of operational discourse of time are the techniques in the level which makes a reader recognize the use of temporal structure’s changing. We have proposed a computational modeling of time in
which blends these two types of narrative techniques [6].

Operational discourse techniques of time are operated by two kinds of subjects; character and narrator. It also has two directions; introducing or inserting the past into the present and introducing or inserting the future into the present. It has various sub-categories, namely concrete operations. Originally, we acquired these operations through the analysis of movie films, but here classify the operations into more abstract groups of operations; (1) Introducing the past and the future into the present by character-action: For example, the action in which a character recalls or dreams a past event is inserted into the present. As other ways, transmission is also used. There are predictions, premonition, planning, and so on in ways for introducing the future into the present. (2) Introducing the past and the future into the present by character-voice: In the voice, there are monologue and dialogue. (3) Introducing the past and the future into the present by narrator-action: In all narratives, the concept of narrator that comprehends characters exists. A narrator directly can insert a scene of the past or the future which a character does not know. (4) Introducing the past and the future into the present by narrator-voice: Similarly, a narrator introduce the past or the future into the present by narration. (5) Introducing the past and the future into the present by objects: This is the case that the past or future events are indicated by the existence of objects such as newspaper, ring, and scar.

2.2 Perspective’s techniques

Perspective is the perceptual position in terms of which the narrated situations and events are rendered. It is divided into three types; zero perspective, internal perspective, and external perspective.

We define perspective as the problem of selection and removing in a story’s information, and make a simple mechanism that transforms or edits the conceptual expression of a given story to different conceptual expressions based on different types of perspectives [7]. We think simply that the processing of perspective is the problem of deciding the range of information inside a story to be transformed to narrative discourse. We divide Genette’s classification of perspective into two categories; first is a group of basic perspectives and second is a group of applicable ones. The applicable perspectives can be defined by the combinations of basic perspectives so is strongly related with strategic knowledge.

Basic perspectives have three sub types; zero perspective, internal fixed perspective, and external perspective. Zero perspective is the type which can narrate all information in a story. Internal fixed perspective is the type which narrates narrative information about a certain character and information the character perceives such as mental state and the stream of consciousness. External perspective is the type which narrates only external aspects about characters.

Applicable perspectives have internal variable perspectives and internal multiple perspectives which are two applications of the internal fixed perspective. Moreover, as another type’s category, attention means a temporary transgression to the perspective adopted consistently, and has paralipsis and paralepsis. The internal variable perspective is the type which narrates a story while changing the character chosen as the subject of a perspective (focalized character). Internal multiple perspective is the type which narrates a same event using different characters’ internal fixed perspectives. The paralipsis is the technique that does not intentionally (perhaps) narrate the narrative information which should be narrated, and the paralepsis is one that dare narrate the narrative information which should be overlooked.

We implemented a first experimental system by Allegro Common Lisp which transformed variously conceptual data expressing a story based on the specification of perspectives. A user gives a sequence of events, the information related to their events, and a particular type of perspective. And then, the system outputs a sequence of transformed events. The conceptual expression of each event in a story has an event concept as first item and pairs of some slots like actor, object, place, and their values. Each element in an event concept is linked to a particular element in persona-frames, object-frames, and place-frames. Each slot in a persona-frame corresponds to name, sex, external-aspect, internal-aspect and perception. The perception slot stores an event that a character currently perceives. Object-frame and place-frame respectively have a name slot and an external-feature slot.

2.3 Distance’s techniques

The concept of distance is originated with Plato. Plato called the state that narrates in the name of a poet (author) itself a story “diegesis” (pure narrative discourse), and the state that a story is narrated without the intervention of any poets or authors “mimesis” (imitation). Genette defined these relations as the problem of “distance” between a narrator and a story or the information to be narrated. From the viewpoint, the state of diegesis means longer distance, and the one of mimesis means shorter distance. In the state of longer distance, we can find various characteristics or narrative techniques; the compression of information in a story, the emphasis of a narrator’s existence or the exposure of a narrator itself, the insertion into discourse of the narration by a narrator itself, the usage of indirect speech in language expression, and so on. On the other hand, in the state of shorter distance too, we can find many discourse methods; descriptive and dramatic narration, excessively detailed description of events and objects, the usage of internal monologue, the usage of direct speech in language expression, and so on. Genette also describes the law of “the degree of a narrator’s existence in a story + (descriptive quantity about the) story = equal”.

Genette’s proposition is a very conceptual idea, but we try to give the operational and precise definition in a distance’s computational system [8]. Input data into the system are a sequence of events, and for each event, a user inputs the value of distance from 0 to 10. The system interprets that if the value is nearer 0, the degree of mimesis is higher, and if it is nearer 10, the degree of
diegesis is higher. Based on these data, the system processes next four kinds of operations.

At first, we prepare the mechanism renew an events sequence using a story tree. All leaves and nodes in the tree correspond to events, and higher level’s nodes mean more abstract events, and lower level’s ones mean more concrete events. A sequence of events as input data correspond to node(s) or leaf (leaves) in the story tree that the system preliminary holds. However, child nodes under a same parent are all included in the sequence of events or is not all included in the sequence. When the values of distance in events with a same parent are sufficiently high, the system removes all child events from the sequence of events, and moves up the hierarchy in the tree by one step, and then substitutes the child events into the place where the parent event existed. On the contrary, if the values of distance of a parent event in a sequence of events are sufficiently low, the system removes the parent event from the sequence of events and replaces the same place by the child events. Going up in a hierarchy means more abstract processing, namely longer distance. On the contrary, going down means more concrete processing, namely shorter distance.

Second, the system uses the function of event slot removing. It removes slot or slots in each event in the sequence of events after above operation. The number of slot in an event to be removed is determined by the rate based on the value of given distance. For example, if the value of distance is “4”, forty percent slots are removed. The selection of the slot(s) to be removed is (are) decided at random.

Above two tasks are operations of distance inside a story’s content itself, but distance is closely related with the problem of narrator’s appearance and intervention. First, the system transforms the value of distance of each event to correspondent percentage, and interprets it as the probability for generating narrator’s events. Next, the system determines original narration by the narrator. After the generation of narrator’s events was determined, the system uses a knowledge frames network for determining narrative objects that does not have any relations with the story itself. The knowledge frames network is a knowledge structure that has events and various concepts linked to them like characters, places, objects, human relations, etc. Using this, the system decides the number of links to search according to the value of distance, and selects the slots in the knowledge frame that it finally reached as the object of narrator’s event. At the same time, the system generates the narrator’s mental actions like opinion and imagination using specially prepared slot’s values in the event frame.

2.4 Duration’s techniques

Duration means relations between temporal passage in a story and the quantity of the description. It is the flow of time like “slow” and “speedy” in a narrative. Genette divided duration into four types techniques; pause, scene, summary, and ellipsis. But he did not show more detailed or concrete classification. We have considered about lower level's techniques of these duration's categories utilizing the analysis of a novel and other documents too.

In pause, temporal progress in a narrative stops, and the discourse time is longer than story time. We can think, for example, next techniques for really doing it; (1) Explanation: the conceptual narration about narrative elements such as character, event, object, and so on. (2) Digression: the narration not having the relation with the story to be narrated. (3) Description: the detailed and concrete narration about character, event, object, and so on.

In scene, discourse time is equal to story time. The expression of scene is made by a narrator or a character. The expression by a narrator has next techniques; (1) A scene’s, so to speak, simultaneous description or a kind of live announce or reporting: the narration about things occurring currently. (1-1) The narration (simultaneous description or reporting) about the mental situation or state in a narrator itself or other character(s) in the current scene. (1-2) The narration about the external situation or state in character(s) and other object(s) in the current scene. (2) The utterance by a character or characters. (2-1) Dialogue means the conversation among some characters. (2-2) Monologue means the utterance doing by only one person. (3) Thought or thinking is the internal monologue. The themes or contents introduced by these techniques include opinion, anticipation, desire, daydream, question, and so on.

In summary, discourse time is shorter than story time. (1) Report is narrating the result and the passage in an event. (1-1) Report on an event which had finished means a kind of recall of a past finished event. (1-2) Report on an event which has finished means the narration about an event continuing from a point in the past to current time.

In ellipsis, there is no part of the narrative text corresponding to a story. On this category, Genette himself showed some sub categories; explicit ellipses, implicit ellipses, and hypothetical ellipsis.

3 A Discourse Process by Narrative Discourse Techniques

The extreme purpose of my research about the expansion of narrative discourse is blending its aspects into a consistent computational system and combining with other narrative phases, namely story, expression, social or marketing, literary works, and so on, to create a whole narrative generation system. We consider on a consistent narrative discourse process using an incomplete trace of narrative discourse process. Some narrative discourse techniques we explained above were implemented as experimental simulation systems, but they are partial attempts inside each aspect and here we think about how to compose a consistent narrative discourse simulation by showing the mutual transformation relation between input text and output text in each technique.

Following list is the first input text which is really generated by the simulation program based on the literary theory of Propp [3]. This is a simple skeleton of a
男の子の父は家から森へ男の子のために出かけた。（A boy's father went to a forest from a house for the boy.）/男の子の母は男の子を家に監禁した。（The boy's mother confined the boy in the house.）/男の子は家から脱出した。（The boy escaped from the house.）/司祭はお姫様に金の鳥を貸した。（A priest asked a princess a golden bird.）/お姫様は司祭に金の鳥を教えた。（The princess taught the golden bird to the priest.）/司祭は王様に頼った。（The priest used violence to a king.）/王様は金の鳥に反応した。（The king reacted to the golden bird.）/司祭は金の鳥を食べた。（The priest ate the golden bird.）/男の子は家の近くから森へ向かって出立した。（The boy left from near the house toward the forest.）/男の子は森で蛇と戦った。（The boy fought with a snake in the forest.）/男の子は蛇を殺害した。（The boy murdered the snake.）/死者は男の子を捕えた。（A dead caught the boy.）/男の子は死者を供養した。（The boy held a memorial service for the dead.）/司祭は死亡を許可した。（The boy committed suicide.）/男の子はお姫様と結婚した。（The boy married the princess.）

3.1 Temporal order's processing

The mechanism for temporal order's transformation first accepts the above sequence of events and transforms it into a different sequence of events using basically structural discourse techniques of time and operational discourse techniques of time. The system decides the kinds of structural discourse techniques, event(s) to be inserted and the place(s), and other necessary information, and changes the narrative structure including some constraints. And the system applies operational discourse techniques to the transformed part. At last, the system outputs a sequence of symbolic description. Next text is an example of the transformation, and in it, the order events appear is changed, and indications for modifying it like "dream" are used.
escaped from the house. / The boy talked "I will dream the boy murdered the snake." to the bear. / The calm boy talked "Anxious I will dream the excited boy murdered the snake" to the bear. / The boy dreamed the boy murdered the snake. / The anxious boy dreamed the excited boy murdered the snake. / The boy left from near the house toward a forest. / The tense boy left from near the house toward a forest. / The boy fought with the snake in the forest. / The excited boy fought with a snake in the forest. / A dead caught the boy. / A dead caught the scared boy. / The boy held a memorial service for the dead. / The calm boy held a memorial service for the dead. / The dead presented the boy with the body of steel. / The dead presented the calm boy with a body of steel. / The dead showed the boy to the kingdom from the forest. / The dead showed the happy boy to the kingdom from the forest. / The boy fought with the priest in the kingdom. / The desperate boy fought with the priest in the kingdom. / The boy murdered the snake. / The excited boy murdered the snake. / The boy won the priest. / The desperate boy won the priest. / The dead showed the golden bird to the king. / The flesh boy transferred the golden bird to the king. / The boy escaped from the house. / The excited boy escaped from the house.

Next text is an example that paralipsis is used to one of boy's events ("The excited boy murdered the snake.") processed by internal fixed perspective.

A princess mumbled "I feel that a boy will dream that the boy murdered a snake. / A boy's mother confined the excited boy in the house. / A bear mumbled "The boy will hold a memorial service for a dead." / The excited boy escaped from the house. / A priest asked the princess a golden bird. / The calm boy talked "Anxious I will dream the excited boy murdered the snake" to the bear. / The priest used violence to the king. / The anxious boy dreamed the excited boy murdered the snake. / The king reacted to the golden bird. / The priest ate the golden bird. / The tense boy left from near the house toward a forest. / The excited boy fought with a snake in the forest. / A dead caught the boy. / The calm boy held a memorial service for the dead. / The priest dreamed the boy won the priest somehow. / The dead presented the calm boy with a body of steel. / The dead showed the happy boy to the kingdom from the forest. / The desperate boy fought with the priest in the kingdom. / The boy murdered the snake. / The excited boy won the priest. / The lady's maids mutually rumored "the boy seemed to murder the snake". / The princess taught the golden bird to the priest. / The flesh boy transferred the golden bird to the king. / The excited boy escaped from the house. / The priest committed suicide.

3.3 Distance's processing

We use distance operation to only a part in previous text, and show the concept of distance. First, an event is transformed into more concrete form using the moving of a story tree for realizing nearer distance. For example, we hypothesize that there is a small story tree of "murder"; (murder ~ invite sleeping-pill-in-a-cup-of wine sleep cut die). In this case, an event in the original text "The boy murdered the snake" is transformed into a more detailed sequence of events; "The boy invites the snake. / The boy gave sleeping pill in a cup of wine. / The snake slept. / The boy cuts the snake's body. / The snake died.".

Next, a narrator's event, "Now my mother came home. / We wait continuing narration until my mother come to this room. / My mother entered into my room. / I start to narrate. ", is inserted into the point between, for example, "The boy's mother confined the boy in the house." and "A bear mumbled "the boy will hold a memorial service for a dead." for realizing very far distance.

3.4 Duration's processing

In this text, the figure of the princess in first event is described at little detailed way, and while this description is working, temporal progress of the event is paused.

A princess mumbled "I feel that a boy will dream that the boy murdered a snake. / The princess has black hair. / The princess is wearing a white dress. / A boy's mother confined the excited boy in the house. / Now my mother came home. / We wait continuing narration until my mother come to this room. / My mother entered into my room. / I start to narrate. / A bear mumbled "the boy will hold a memorial service for a dead." / The excited boy escaped from the house. / A priest asked the princess a golden bird. / The calm boy talked "Anxious I will dream the excited boy murdered the snake" to the bear. / The priest used violence to the king. / The anxious boy dreamed the excited boy murdered the snake. / The king reacted to the golden bird. / The priest ate the golden bird. / The tense boy left from near the house toward a forest. / The excited boy fought with a snake in the forest. / A dead caught the boy. / The calm boy held a memorial service for the dead. / The priest dreamed the boy won the priest somehow. / The dead presented the calm boy with a body of steel. / The dead showed the happy boy to the kingdom from the forest. / The desperate boy fought with the priest in the kingdom. / The boy invites the snake. / The boy gave sleeping pill in a cup of wine. / The snake slept. / The boy cuts the snake's body. / The snake died. / The desperate boy won the priest. / The lady's maids mutually rumored "the boy seemed to murder the snake". / The princess taught the golden bird to the priest. / The flesh boy transferred the golden bird to the king. / The excited boy escaped from the house. / The priest committed suicide.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we treated the aspect of narrative discourse which is one of the most important and complex element in narrative generation, and tried to
show an approach toward a consistent computer simulation. We have many problems for the final goal, and show some of them.

- The problem of data structure like input and output data: As we independently consider and decide the mechanism and specification about each discourse techniques until now, data structures (mainly, input & output data and internal knowledge representations) used in each technique are respectively different. Thus, we can not still make a consistent computer simulation of discourse transformation. But, as it is related to the problem of how to define or distinguish the range of each phase (especially, story and discourse) in a narrative generation process, is difficult to easily decide. In principle, we think that story phase generates a story world (in story in the narrow sense), to include all information which have potential possibility to be narrated and a sequence of events along temporal order (the story in the narrow sense). In the case of non sequential novel like hypertext novel, the generation of the story in the narrow sense may not be necessary. Therefore, narrative discourse processing is limited to pure transformation processing of story information. On the contrary, for deciding the kind of information which should be generated in story phase, the analysis of narrative discourse mechanisms and their organizational integration are necessary.

- The order of processing: We can think the order for applying narrative discourse techniques to text. For example, there is the sequential order which discourse techniques are applied in a fixed order like above process (temporal order -> perspective -> distance -> duration). We can also think a kind of distributed discourse processing in which various discourse techniques are executed as occasion arises to a part of text.

- Levels of narrative discourse techniques: As discourse techniques classified by Genette's are comparatively higher level's rhetoric and their many techniques do not have sufficient or direct operational functions, we have to expand Genette's model as the set of lower level's operational functions. Through narrative analysis, we could acquire or define more concrete techniques. For example, there are many lower level's techniques such as "description", "explanation", "simultaneous reporting", and so on. Many techniques of them are general operations which can be commonly utilized under some Genette's techniques. From a viewpoint, Genette's typology may mean a kind of literary rhetoric and lower level's techniques which give more concrete operations to it may mean cognitive or linguistic procedures. Integrating both elements means both cognitive/ computational expansion of literary theories and literary expansion of cognitive science/ artificial intelligence (we have insisted on "expanded literary theory" [1]).

- The blending of technical knowledge and strategic knowledge: Narrative discourse techniques explained in this paper do not include strategic knowledge on how to use them like the timing to be executed. Such knowledge affects the aspect of narrative structure and the aspect of cognitive effect in readers such as interestingness and emotional response. We currently want to avoid including easily psychological element into literary research, but it is necessary and important to introduce the strategic knowledge related to narrative structure from the viewpoint of at least literary effect. We want to start from the consideration of ad hoc and fragmentary description about strategic narrative knowledge in [5].

- The integration into a narrative generation mechanism: This is related to first problem. Based on narratology, narrative generation process is divided into two phases of story and discourse, but we divides discourse into two aspects; discourse in the narrow sense and surface expression from the point of computational symbol processing. Therefore, we have to decide the range in each processing of story, discourse, and expression. Especially, we think that story also has two distinguished aspects; story world (story in the wide sense) and a sequence of events (story in the narrow sense). Story world is a knowledge structure in which all information occurred in the fictional or virtual world, and may mean a kind of chronicle, and story in the narrow sense is a selective arrangement of in story world’s information. It may include diverse types of knowledge and cover wide range, but we will be able to acquire various knowledge types through the functional analysis of each narrative discourse techniques.
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Abstract

The information retrieval system currently in use fails to consider the structural information of documents but uses extracted indexes from documents instead. Structural information such as the font face, font size, indentation, tables, and etc. demonstrate the author's meaning and is clearly the prime means of documentation. This paper pays special attention to tables because tables are commonly used within many documents to make the meanings clear, which are well recognized because web documents use tags for additional information. On the Internet, tables are used for the purpose of the knowledge structuring as well as design of documents. Thus, we are firstly interested in classifying tables into two types: meaningful tables and decorative tables. However, this is not easy because HTML does not separate presentation and structure. Therefore, this paper proposes a method of extracting meaningful tables using a modified k-means and compares it with other methods. The experiment results show that classifying on web documents is promising.

1 Introduction

The ultimate goal of an information retrieval system is to offer the most suitable information to its users. Performance is measured by its ability to find documents with useful information for the user. The related works have, therefore, focused mainly on the method of improving recall and precision. Special attention was given to web documents where an increasingly large number of users produce un-verified documents. An efficient retrieval method is required to improve the accuracy of such systems.

To make a high precision system, we must analyze the semantics of html documents. However, it is very difficult with present technology to apply semantics to an internet retrieval system. Another method, by which we grasp the author's intention, is to analyze the structural information of html documents.

This paper examines tables in several informational structures in html documents. The table form is more obvious than the plane text form, because we use a structured table in documents to convey our subject clearly. A performance improvement of an information retrieval system can be expected through the analysis of the tables because it is easy to find the tables and easy to extract the meanings in the web documents. This method can also be applied on the ranking models of current information retrieval systems like the vector space model, the P-norm model [1,2,3,4,5] etc.

2 The Challenge

Current information retrieval systems rank related documents based on similarities between documents and the users' query [1,2]. Such systems place great importance on index words and have the following limitations.

Firstly, current systems do not draw the meaning from html documents. To retrieve information more accurately, semantics of html documents should be considered. These information retrieval systems measure the similarity between html documents and the users query based on the 'term frequency' and 'document frequency'. Furthermore, these systems accept the assumption that documents are related to the index word in proportion to the 'term frequency' of the documents. However, this assumption is only of limited validity.

Secondly, current systems do not distinguish relatively weighted indexes or keywords from general indexes in html documents. Because there can be more important keywords, even in the document, people tend to remember the important part when they read a certain document. If all keywords in a document are given the same weight, it is difficult to retrieve exactly what the users want. The systems consider the 'term frequency' and 'document frequency' of the indexes by an alternative method but it does not increase the matching accuracy sufficiently enough to satisfy all users.

Lastly, the current systems do not reflect structural information in html documents. We can grasp the writer's intention to some degree if we consider the structural information of the documents. As the writer uses titles for each paragraph, indentations and tabular forms to convey his intention clearly, they have significance in a document. These information retrieval systems, however,
ignore the structural information when they extract index words from these documents. In addressing these limitations the devised system aims to analyze and process tabular forms. For an author writing a document it may be more effective, therefore, to represent the document with a tabular form rather than to describe it in the usual methods. Related works [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] that study the extraction of table information handle a special tabular form, and extract information using abstraction rules. Similarities exist with this and our previous work [8]. The defect of such methods, however, is that it is difficult to apply them to various web document formats. In order to address this problem a method of extracting meaningful tables using decision trees and applying their results to an information retrieval system has been developed.

3 Implementation

3.1 The classification of tables on the Internet

Various kinds of tables exist on the Internet. In general, a table is a printed or written collection of figures, facts, or information, arranged in orderly rows across and down the page which conveys an author’s meaning more clearly. The <table> tag is supported in HTML for use on the web in a table. However, tables on the web are used not only for the purpose of the original goal but also to make the information clearer by lining it up. The task of deciding which tables are meaningful on the web is necessary before the information in a table can be extracted. To achieve this, the tables on the web have been classified into two types:

First, it is important to know which tables can be processed by the information retrieval system from amongst the meaningful tables on the web to extract the required table information. Figure 1.a is a web page from the Busan Convention and Visitor Bureau [7]. In this paper this kind of table is called the ‘meaningful table’, which can be defined as having the following criteria:

- The index of the table is located in the first row and the first column.
- The contents of a cell extracted by a combination of rows and columns have specific information.
- The term and document frequency cannot represent a relation between row index, column index and the content of a cell in a table.

Besides the tables having the above characteristics, we can often usually see a web page like the one in Figure 1.b. The <table> tags are used all over the HTML source of this document. However, the tables of Figure 1.b are not illustrating the owners’ meaning but are offering a well-arranged display to the users. This kind of table is defined as the 'decorative table' and the following criteria:

- The table does not have table indexes in the first row and the first column.
- The table has no repeatability of cell form, and is not structural.
- The contents of the table have complex contents such as long sentence, image, etc.

3.2 Institution of table features

It is unusual to encounter a document which includes meaningful tables on the web. Nevertheless, the meaningful tables should be extracted from amongst the others for effective information retrieval; however, it is impossible to extract them manually due to the large number of internet documents. Therefore, the tables should be defined automatically, to identify if they are meaningful or not on the basis of the characteristics which were obtained previously by analyzing meaningful tables in the training data. For example, several characteristics could be acquired from Figure 1: presence of pictures, presence of background colors and the table size.

The whole features used in the devised system are as follows:

1. The presence of <caption> tag
2. The presence of <th> tag
3. The presence of <thead> tag
4. The classification of the cells on the first rows
5. The difference of the background color option between the row with the index and the next row, or the difference of the background color option between the column with the index and next column
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6. The difference of the font color option between the row with the index and next, or the difference of the font color option between column with index and next column
7. The difference of the font face between the row with the index and next row, or the difference of the font face between column with the index and the next column
8. The presence of the border option
9. The ratio of empty cells
10. The ratio of cells including <a href> tag
11. The ratio of cells consisting of text only
12. The ratio of cells consisting of numeric data only
13. The ratio of cells consisting of only symbols
14. The presence of rows or columns consisting of numeric data only
15. The presence of other tables in the table
16. The table size
17. The number of sentences with more than 40 characters in a cell
18. The type of table shape
19. The difference of the font size between the row with index and next row, or the difference of the font size between the column with the index and the next column
20. The index word type
21. The number of meaningful index column

3.3 Application of Proposed Learning Algorithm

We convert the features, which have been extracted from a table, to vector of 21 dimensions. These vectors are input data of machine learning algorithms. Our previous work[14] applies this data to ID3 algorithm using information gain. The limitation of our previous method is that it has nominal values as results. Thus, we were unable know which degree of ambiguity a table shows. Therefore, modified k-means algorithm is used in this work because we need continuous value. Compared with decision tree algorithm, our new algorithm has following advantages:
1. This method can be used to determine the level of ambiguity existing in a table.
2. We can get representable types of tables.
3. This method can apply to the extraction table information.
4. This method can easily combine other information retrieval methods.

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed method. Let's observe the process step by step. Firstly, each feature value is changed into its frequency ratio by numeric formula of step 1. This ratio means classification power of each feature. For the test we change our extract data from tables into a modified one with continues value. This modified learning data set, is foundation data for proposed method. Secondly, data set is divided into two sub sets, meaningful tables and decorative tables. Each subset is clustered by k-means algorithm and we get centroids of clusters which are representable type of each subset.

3.4 The System implementation

Figure 3 is a system implementation procedure. The whole procedure of the task is summarized as follows. Firstly, the sample data to be analyzed is collected and is then classified by tables and the others by hand. We investigate 100,000 documents to establish the sample data for this system. Secondly, we implement the system which extracts the features of each table automatically after the table information is extracted from the parsing of HTML documents. The sample data is generated from the merging of the former and latter results. Using this sample data, our system implements our proposed
method and creates a table information dictionary. Finally, the system uses this dictionary for the information retrieval system.

Fig. 3 The process of the system implementation

4 Experimental Result

We implemented the system with an Intel Pentium IV that has a 2GHz CPU and 256 MBytes main memory. Sample data was extracted in about 100,000 internet documents and test data was chosen from about 5 millions internet documents that were collected in Artificial Intelligence Laboratory in Pusan National University. Table 1 shows error rates according to variation of cluster number. The cluster number coincides with the number of representable type for each class. From Table 3, we set MN for 2 and DN for 3, because we judge one class with only one cluster to overfit.

Table 1. Error Rate for Number of Decorative Cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Table : 9769</th>
<th>No. of Decorative Table Cluster(DN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Meaningful Table Cluster(MN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 is a result from the application of the modified k-means to test data. The data is 5,000 web documents collected on the Internet. For the results a recall of 84.58% and a precision of 75.52% were obtained.

Table 2. The application of the modified k-means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of tables</th>
<th>Decision Tree Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Modified k-means Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4283</td>
<td>81.54</td>
<td>55.21</td>
<td>86.92</td>
<td>79.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8020</td>
<td>52.91</td>
<td>55.56</td>
<td>83.60</td>
<td>72.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6341</td>
<td>67.47</td>
<td>39.72</td>
<td>78.31</td>
<td>62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9108</td>
<td>86.11</td>
<td>63.70</td>
<td>85.65</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9769</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>38.33</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>68.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37521</td>
<td>73.36</td>
<td>54.45</td>
<td>84.58</td>
<td>75.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The devised information retrieval system requires making estimates to show correct information to the user. For the system to extract information from a table, it must classify whether it is a meaningful table or a decorative table. If a meaningful table is extracted, it is easy to process the information in the table to other data forms. For example, when a user inputs a query such as the "Temperature of Busan", the system should output the correct result using abstracted table information. This work can process data of a general information retrieval system or a specific domain that has many tables. The work needs a more accurate algorithm for classifying and learning a table thereafter.

Future work will seek to identify the correlation between documents and tables. The rationale behind this work will research the link between tables and documents i.e. if a table can supply the contents of a document, how relevant tables can affect the importance of a document.
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